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Introduction 

 

 If something goes wrong with a created thing – a car, for example, or a 

microwave – the most logical thing to do is to seek out the manufacturer with questions 

such as “how were things meant to function, ideally?” “what has gone wrong,” and “how 

can things be mended?” I believe that these are the sorts of questions which Genesis 1-3 

is specifically meant to answer. 

 I bring two controlling assumptions to this study: First, I believe that Genesis 1-3 

is an inspired re-telling of actual events, written to teach theological truth to humanity. 

For this reason, the so-called “Elohist” (1:1-2:3)1 and “Jahwist” (2:4-3:24) accounts of 

creation should be read as complementary retellings of the same events from two 

differing perspectives. Crudely put, these are the “cosmic/Divine” perspective (1:1-2:3), 

and the “terrestrial/human” perspective (2:4-3:24), which includes the Fall.2 In dividing 

this paper into the broad categories of “Gender - As a Unit,” “Gender - Face-to-Face,” 

and “Gender - In Disarray,” I believe I am following the broad categories of Genesis 1-3. 

Secondly, I believe the New Testament (NT) to be an inspired interpreter of the 

Old Testament (OT). The sparse and open-ended narratives of Genesis cry out for such a 

commentary – especially on the matter of the “image of God.” As the perfect 
                                                
1 Since Genesis will be the main focus of this paper, all references from Genesis will be designated only by 
the formulation of “chapter:verse” (e.g. “3:16” as opposed to “Gen. 3:16”). 
 
2 Thus, the sequential incompatibility of the two accounts (cf. the creation of birds, 1:19-21, 2:19, or 
woman, 1:27, 2:22) should not be understood as clumsy accidents (e.g. Hypothesis Theory), nor as 
sequential events, in need of complex harmonization theories (e.g. some Jewish and Evangelical attempts), 
but as important features within the message of the distinct yet interlocking narratives.  
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embodiment of the image of God, (Heb. 1:3) Christ becomes the prime specimen of sin-

free humanity, to whom we must come to learn.  

 

Gender “As a Unit” 

 

Humans as Imago Dei 

 Humanity is constructed as a sort of blending of earth and heaven. Humans 

(adam) are formed from the dust of the ground (adama)3 – but they are also made “in the 

image and likeness of God,” (1:26-27) and given life by the Divine breath (2:7). Thus, to 

be truly human is to be patterned after God. There were, then, only three real humans in 

history – Christ (who is the perfect “image” of God, 2 Cor. 4:4, Col. 1:15), and the pre-

Fall man and woman. Without partaking in Christ’s nature, all others peoples are 

members of a sub-human race (or “image of the earthly” 1 Cor. 15:49), due to sin. 

The purpose4 of humanity is to bring worship to God by acting as steward-rulers 

of creation (1:26, 28b).5 This rule is made possible by “fruitfulness” and “multiplication” 

(a.k.a. procreation), which makes it possible for humanity to “fill” the earth in order to 

“subdue” it (1:28).6  As image-bearers, human rule is to mirror that of the Divine – that 

                                                
3 R.S. Hess confirms the link between these two words which is obvious even to a Hebrew neophyte, such 
as myself: adam and adama both come from the same root, and are strongly linked, R.S. Hess, “Adam,” in 
R.S. Hess, “Adam,” eds. Alexander & Baker, Dictionary of the Old Testament: Pentateuch, (Downers 
Grove, IL: 2003), 18. 
 
4 We must be careful to distinguish here between “purpose” and “essential nature,” since humans will still 
be “human” when this earth (2 Pet. 3:10-12) and procreation itself (Mat. 22:30) passes away. 
 
5 R.S. Hess notes that the concept of an “image” – usually a statue – representing a king’s sovereignty over 
a portion of land is a well-attested Ancient Near Eastern practice. R.S. Hess, Ibid. 
 
6 In this, the divine/earthly nature of humans is apparent: they are to participate in the divine prerogative of 
“filling” (1:2, cf. Isa. 6:3, 11:9) and “subduing” (1:7, 9) the earth in order to rule – but they are to do so 
through the distinctly earthy act of physical procreation (1:22). 
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is, humans are to overcome chaos (1:2), to create habitation (1:5), to structure disorder 

(1:9), and to overcome barrenness (1:2, 1:10-11, cf. 2:5b), in order to facilitate life and 

fruitfulness (1:12, 20, 24). This concept is embodied in the word “cultivation” – a word 

which the second-narrative consistently uses to describe the human’s role in creation (2:7, 

15, 3:23).  

 

Gender and Humanity 

Within 1:26-28 – probably the most important passage on humanity – a serious 

problem arises, concerning number. Both in God’s deliberation (26), and in the creation 

of humans (27), the author vacillates between the singular and the plural when speaking 

of humanity. Similar patterns can also be seen elsewhere, especially 5:1-3. I believe that 

the solution to this perplexing anomaly is embedded within this text: earlier in the same 

passage, the narrator also vacillates between the plural and singular when speaking of 

God Himself – a riddle which has long-since been solved in the doctrine of the Trinity.  

When the Triune God stooped to create an image-bearer, He did not create a self-

in-isolation, but an organism of selves-within-relationship – male and female. God’s 

creation was singular (He created “human”) but the manifestation of this work was plural 

(He created “male and female”). 

Thus, if one reads Genesis within the framework of unity-within-diversity, it 

becomes possible to speak of “human” (singular) as encompassing “male and female” 

(plural). This may be taken a step further. In cases where a group unequivocably ties their 
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destiny to a leader, the group may be seen as encompassed within the representative.7 In 

this way, “Adam” (and later Christ, as the second Adam) functions as the “archetypal 

human” – a representative of the entire human race (3:19, 5:3, Rom. 5, 1 Cor. 15:21-28). 

Fascinatingly, the Hebrew adam covers all three of these meanings: “humanity,” “man 

[as opposed to woman],” and “Adam [as single representative of humanity].”8 

In summary, then, the unity and diversity of the image-bearers (humans) must be 

handled with the same care, wonder and humility as the unity and diversity of the Trinity, 

which humans were made to pattern.  

In the context of Christian discussion, the above point must be fortified against 

the erroneous belief – especially prevalent in the Medieval period,9 but still alive today10 

– that man alone is truly “human,” while woman is only human derivatively, by reflecting 

the Devine image in man. This belief can and must be opposed on Scriptural grounds.11  

Mutually dependent and indivisible, humanity is, by created design, a thoroughly 

engendered organism. 

 
                                                
7 cf. 2 Sam. 20:1, 1 Kings 12:16, 2 Chron. 10:16, Isa. 8:8; For further discussion, see N.T. Wright, Paul In 
Fresh Perspective, (London, England: Fortress Press, 2009).  
 
8 R.S. Hess, “Adam,” 18. 
 
9 Rosemary Reuther writes that, “practically the whole patristic and medieval tradition rejected the 
possibility that women were equally theomorphic,” (117). She ties this error to Greek misogyny, creeping 
in through philosophical channels. Rosemary Radford Ruether. “The liberation of Christology from 
patriarchy.” Religion and Intellectual Life 2 (3):116-128, 1985.  
 
10 Bruce Ware, “Gender Roles in the Home,” Different by Design Conference, (Florence, SC: First Baptist 
Church, 23 Feb. 2002); [sermon on-line]; available from http://www.cbmw.org/Conferences/Different-by-
Design-Florence-SC/Gender-Roles-in-the-Home; Internet, accessed 10 April 2009. 
 
11 Although not the topic of this paper, it can be stated, as a primer, that this error is wrongly built on fine-
points of the narrative of Genesis 2 (where “image” is not the focus), on a view of Jesus which ignores 
“The Bride” (Rev. 21:9, etc.), and a misreading of 1 Cor. 11:7-8 – which misses that Paul does not call 
woman the “image” of man, but only “glory:” See Craig Blomberg, The NIV Application Commentary: 1 
Corinthians, (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing, 1994), 211, for an excellent discussion of “glory of 
man,” in relation to Paul’s larger discussion of “glory” vs. “disgrace.” 
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Gender - “Face to Face” 

 

Man “Bearing” Eve 

 After introducing the “big-picture,” the author of Genesis backs up and slows 

down to provide a more intimate retelling of the creation narrative.  

 In 2:7, God creates Adam12 and sets him to work in creation (2:8). A problem 

arises, however – Adam is “alone,”13 and in need of a “helper suitable” (ezer neged). 

“ezer...describes one who possesses the desire and the ability or capacity to help another, 

a partner,”14 and neged means literally, “a front, that is, part opposite; specifically a 

counterpart, or mate.”15 Quickly, it becomes apparent that neither the flora (2:15) and 

fauna (2:19-20) of creation – nor even the Creator Himself (2:8, 15-16)16 – can fill this 

                                                
12 The Hebrew adam is a flexible term: whatever additional meanings adam may have, however, it is also 
correct to speak of adam as the proper-name “Adam” throughout ch. 2 (excepting v. 24) in that the sentient 
being created in 2:7 is the same throughout the narrative.  
 
13 Various theories have been presented as to why it was bad for the human to be alone. I believe that 
loneliness and inability to procreate and rule were secondary problems: primarily, humanity was unable to 
fully image God as a unified monad. Cf. Eric Ortlund, “Creation of Humans,” BT 610 Pentateuch: The 
Way of the Torah, 14. 
 
14 R.G. Branch, “Eve,” The Dictionary of the Old Testament: Pentateuch, 241. Note that in nineteen out of 
twenty-one uses, ezer refers to God coming to the aid of His people. Cf. Gen. 2:18, 20; Exod. 18:4; Deut. 
33:7, 26, 29; Psa. 20:2; 33:20; 70:5; 89:19; 115:9, 10, 11; 121:1, 2; 124:8; 146:5; Isa. 30:5; Ezek. 12:14; 
Dan. 11:34; Hos. 13:9. 
 
15 James Strong, “neged,” Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance, (1890), accessed in program, Rick Meyers, 
“E-Sword,” 2009. 
 
16 In my mind, the fact that God can communicate with and “place” the adam implies a relationship; Kass, 
however, would disagree. Kass, “Man and Woman,” 17. 
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unique role. God solves this problem by bringing a “deep sleep” onto Adam, forming a 

second sentient being from one of his “ribs,”17 and orchestrating a meeting (2:21-23).  

In reflecting on this narrative, care must be taken here to avoid the false 

dichotomy of “dust vs. rib” as original material for man and woman: rather, it is more 

accurate to speak of the “flesh-and-bones” of the former being divided18 into two separate 

beings.19 Although the text is silent as to the physiology of Adam before and after his 

“surgery” (2:21), it is quite fitting to see the meeting of 2:23 as the birth of gender, since 

sexuality is meaningless without a counterpart.20  

Beautifully, the author concludes with a discussion of marriage, where the “two 

become one.” Humanity, then, began as one unit, was divided into male and female, and 

now – in marriage – they are united again into one. Through procreation, this cycle 

begins anew. 

 

 

                                                
17 The lexical meaning of tsela (“rib”) may be generally refer to a portion of the side of a thing, (Strong’s, 
“tsela”) – thus, the object removed may not have been necessarily only a bone. William E. Phipps notes 
that Jewish sources have traditionally emphasized the interiority of the rib, as support for modesty in 
women, William E. Phipps. “Adam's rib: bone of contention.” Theology Today 33 (3):263-273, 1976, 264. 
Don Seeman sees this theme of interiority as continued in Genesis narratives – where the normative place 
for a woman is “in the tent,” Don Seeman. “Where Is Sarah Your Wife?” Cultural Poetics of Gender and 
Nationhood in the Hebrew Bible. Harvard Theological Review 91 (2):103-125, 1998. Prell (a modern 
Jewish scholar) affirms this sense of interiority, writing, “what makes women unique is their creation by 
God as beings of privacy….[which is] secured in a unique legal status which frees women from significant 
public and communal religious requirements.” Riv Ellen Prell,. “The vision of woman in classical Reform 
Judaism.” Journal of the American Academy of Religion 50 (4):575-589, 1982, 584, italics added. 
 
18 Hence Adam’s exclamation, “This is now bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh,” (Gen. 2:23). 
 
19 We are not told how God managed to “fashion” an entire human out of a single rib: when reflected upon, 
this process seems to resemble a sort of accelerated gestation process, where the “rib” functions as a 
fertilized egg being Divinely “knit together” (Psa. 139:13) into a new organism. Paul would reprove us, 
however, if we dwelt too long on such speculative matters (1 Tim. 4:7). 
 
20 Kass, “Man and Woman,” 17. 
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Gender Roles 

Within the Genesis narratives, a subtle pattern of gender distinction may also be 

inferred – which is taken up and solidified by the NT authors.  

Specifically, man21 is represented in Genesis 2-3 as being the initiator (2:24), 

spokesperson (2:23, 3:9) source (2:21-22) and moral guardian (2:16-17) of the couple, 

whereas the archetypal woman is presented as the “helper suitable” (2:18, 20) – the one 

who rescues, supports, and completes the man.22 Also, when an individual is selected to 

represent humanity (as discussed above), it is consistently a male who is selected. 

The NT compiles the teachings of Genesis and other Scriptures into a theology of 

gender which includes male “headship”23 within marriage (1 Cor. 11:1-16, Eph. 5:15-33, 

1 Pet. 3:1-9), and distinguishes between the roles of gender in the church (1 Cor. 14:26-

40, 1 Tim. 2:1-12).  

A strong corrective must be supplied at this point: it is not true that “women were 

created to no other purpose that to serve a man, and to be a helper in procreation.”24  

The travesty of this statement could be likened to a violin which believed that the 

bow existed only to serve its needs! Woman was not created because man was bored – 

                                                
21 I am taking it as a given that the beings later designated “Adam” and “Eve” function in Genesis 2-3 as 
archetypal representatives of “man” and “woman.”  
 
22 At least one Jewish scholar has argued that “enabling” is seen by the Talmud as more important than 
“performing,” Moses Meiselman, “Jewish Woman in Jewish Law,” Ktav, 1977, cited in Riv Ellen Prell. 
“The vision of woman in classical Reform Judaism.” 584. 
 
23 He bases enduring gender-roles on: the birth-order of man and woman (1 Tim. 2:13), the creation of 
woman out of man (1 Cor. 11:8), the creation of woman for man (1 Cor. 11:9), the order of the Fall (1 Tim. 
2:13-14), the relationship of Christ-to-church (Eph. 5:23-24), and the relationship of Christ-to-God (1 Cor. 
11:3). 
 
24 Martin Luther, “Preface,” Weimarer Ausgabe, ed. trans., Christoph Bultmann. “Luther on gender 
relations: just one reading of Genesis?” Currents in Theology and Mission 29 (6):424-428, 2002, 426, 
Italics added. 
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but because he was unable to fulfill his God-given function. The ability to procreate is 

certainly a part of the “help” which woman supplied to man – but in 1:26-28, we are 

reminded that the primary role of humans is to worship God by ruling creation. This is a 

commandment which can only be accomplished as both genders work in harmony. 

 

Gender in Disarray 

 

Role-Reversal as Weakness 

 Scriptures do not allow us to hide from the fact that a distortion of gender played 

a part in the Fall.25 A shallow reading of the data would begin and end with Eve's 

gullibility and weakness.26 A more thorough reading would show that both Adam and 

Eve were acting out of a place of weakness: Adam was ill-equipped to stand in silent 

support of Eve, and Eve was ill-equipped to speak, decide and lead for the couple.27  

                                                
25 Adam is specifically reprimanded for “listening to your wife Eve” (3:17): by contrast Eve is not 
specifically reprimanded for listening to the serpent. Also, the serpent addressed first and primarily Eve 
(3:1, etc.), while God created sought out (3:9) and primarily addressed (3:9-12, 17-19) him after the Fall. 
 
26 This approach was present in second-temple Judaism, which even at times conflated “Eve” and “the 
serpent” into one character – the beautiful deceiver. Daphna Arbel. “Questions about Eve's iniquity, beauty, 
and fall: the ‘primal figure’ in Ezekiel 28:11-19 and Genesis Rabbah traditions of Eve.” Journal of Biblical 
Literature 124 (4):641-655, 2005. Medieval scholarship also tended to venture in this direction, especially 
in the context of the witch-trials. Cf. Phipps, “Adam’s Rib, Bone of Contention,” 265. 
 
27 Egalitarians frequently argue that Eve's gullibility was tied solely to the fact that she had received God’s 
commandments in a second-hand manner: thus, Paul’s injunctions in 1 Tim. 2 are not gender-specific, but 
apply only to the uneducated. Cf. Gilbert Bilezikian. “Hierarchist and egalitarian inculturations.” Journal of 
the Evangelical Theological Society 30 (4):421-426, 1987. While this no-doubt had a part in the Fall, it was 
only a part in the whole, since Adam was given this instruction as one portion of his equipping as leader. 
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Like a paper mask – falling from the face trampled into the mud – the Divine 

image which once gave vitality and beauty to humanity was cut off from its source at the 

Fall.28 The twisting and distortion of gender visible in Genesis 3 still haunts us today.  

 

An End of Unity 

The first consequence of the Fall29 was that the radical unity which the genders 

shared before the Fall becomes twisted into shame, hiding (3:7), and blame (3:12). Cut 

off from God (3:24), estranged from creation (3:17),30 and wounded in their gender-

differentiated roles (3:16, 18-19), humanity begins to implode onto itself: specifically, the 

woman begins to "desire" (teshuqah) man, and man begins to “rule”31 woman. 

Teshuqah is a word of strong longing or desire,32 which (in this context) may refer 

either to sexual desire (cf. Cant. 7:10), or a desire for mastery (cf. 4:7): likely, both 

options are intentionally left open. Perhaps tied to the now-burdensome task of child-

rearing,33 and within the context of an aching separation from the Divine, the fallen 

                                                
28 Paul teaches that the consequence of this is that there are now two “images” – the now-fallen, earthy 
image – and the Divine image which is once again offered to humanity in Christ, (1 Cor. 15:49ff.). 
 
29 Romans 1 is helpful in understanding the nature of God's wrath. When people act out in disobedience, 
God “turns them over” to the just consequences of their actions. This is exactly what happens in 3:14-19. 
For this reason, I do not draw a distinction between the curses given directly by God and the consequences 
which arise seemingly independently of God’s involvement: for the purposes of this paper, it is accurate 
enough to sum up all of the events from 3:7-24 under the broad heading of “after the Fall.” 
 
30 It is possible that the curse on the serpent is representative of an institution of “enmity” between 
humanity and the animal kingdom: certainly, this relationship falls into disrepair after the Flood, cf. 9:2. 
 
31 Because the English “rule” seems to be a very close correspondent to the Hebrew mashal I did not see 
the need to provide an accounting of the lexical nuances of this word. 
 
32 Strong’s, “teshuqua.” 
 
33 Robert I. Vasholz sees “desire” and “rule” as causally linked, and tied to the burden of child-rearing. 
Robert I. Vasholz. “He (?) Will Rule Over You: A Thought on Genesis 3:16.” Presbyterion 20 (1):51-52, 
1994. 
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orientation of woman will be towards man – either in a crushing desire for him to meet 

her relational needs, or in a domineering attempt to usurp his place. 

At times, woman may succeed in cowing man into silence (cf. 3:1-6); more often, 

however, man will act either in defensiveness or exploitation to "rule" the woman.  This 

"rule" sets itself up in antithesis to the life and teaching of the perfect image-bearer, 

Christ. 

Jesus affirmed valid authority (Mat. 22:21, 23:2), and even accepted leadership 

titles among his followers (John 13:13): however, His leadership stood in stark contrast to 

that of the “Gentiles.” Jesus did not “lord” or “exercise authority” over His church, (Mat. 

20:25ff, Mk 10:42ff), nor did He consider Himself “more important” than her (Phil. 

2:4ff), or think of her as a servant to His gratification (Mat. 24:45-51, Luke 22:25ff, Mark 

10:45). Rather, He saw Himself as a “servant” - washing his bride’s feet (John 13), saving 

her (Mark 10:45ff), nourishing her (Eph. 5:29), and laying down of His life for her (Eph. 

5:25) precisely as the outworkings of His leadership role. 

 At the Fall, the loving aspect of the image of God became distorted and radically 

inward-focused. Such an orientation makes enemies or objects of every relationship – and 

it has pitted the genders in a bitter conflict with one another to this day. 
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Conclusion 

 

 In attempting to construct a theology of gender from Genesis, it is paradigmatic to 

realize that all thinking about this topic takes place in the context of the Fall – even the 

most erudite of Christians is not free from its distorting influence – and most have been 

wounded by one side or the other in "the great gender-war." 

 Typically, Biblical discussions on gender digress into three camps: those who 

read post-Fall "ruling" back into the created design (Patriarchalists), those who seek to 

topple male ego and champion the right of women to fill male roles (Feminists), and 

those who seek to escape the fray entirely by trading gender for functional androgyny 

(Egalitarians). 

 Within the charged arena of current gender-debates, a true biblical theology of 

gender is exceedingly difficult to maintain: such a theology would necessitate a carefully 

nuanced discussion within an arena more accustomed to polemics and polarization. As a 

beginning, such a position must maintain the equality and necessity of both genders 

without succumbing to androgyny. It must also maintain the role-differentiation of the 

genders without allowing men to “rule” their wives, or women to “dominate” their 

husbands. Humanly speaking, this task would be impossible. Only as our core nature is 

progressively restored into the true image of God (2 Cor. 3:18), and as we look to the 

perfect example of gender – the example of Christ and the Church (Eph. 5:24-33) – may 

we hope to walk in the pattern of true humanity, as male and female.  
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